How you can reach us

The Amt für Ländliche Entwicklung Niederbayern is located in Landau an der Isar on the left side of the river Isar at the Dr.-Schlögl-Platz.

By car
If you arrive via the highway A 92, take the exit Landau a.d.Isar which will lead you to the state road B 20. Then follow the exit Landau Mitte–Nord.

By train
From the main station in Landau a.d.Isar, the walking distance is about 15 minutes.
We are responsible for the future of our rural areas

Civil society and politics agree that rural communities and regions must be conserved as independent and multifaceted living environments. Hereby, the prudential management of land as well the sustainable usage of resources in agriculture and forestry will be major issues. We want to cope with this task with an all-embracing concept that integrates development in rural areas as well as progress within communities and our core competences in space management and public participation. Hereby, we will proceed with our successful concept as leading partner of local communities, farmers and property owners for competence management.

We are going to focus even more on climate protection, for example through the development of energy concepts, on the adaption to climate change, for example through water backing projects that include various communities, as well as on demographic developments, for example through a shift to progress within community centers, and on securing of basic services.

Your contact person at the Amt für Ländliche Entwicklung Niederbayern

Director of the Office: Roland Spiller · phone 09951 940-202
Deputy director: Josef Reidl · phone 09951 940-222

Director of section A · Rural and Community Development for the Counties Dingolfing-Landau, Landshut, Passau, Straubing-Bogen
Josef Reidl · phone 09951 940-222

Director of section B · Rural and Community Development for the Counties Freyung-Grafenau, Deggendorf, Kelheim, Regen, Rottal-Inn
Michael Kreiner · phone 09951 940-347

Director of section F · Technical Services Agriculture, Land Management, Regional Planning and Development, Financial Aid
Reinhard Reif · phone 09951 940-141

Director of section Z · Central Services Staff, Administration, Authorization, Surveying, Information Technology
Werner Weny · phone 09951 940-202

Directress of the functional area Public Relations · Press Office
Ines Altmann · phone 09951 940-225
pressestelle@ale-nb.bayern.de

Information about our services is available at:
www.landentwicklung-niederbayern.de
or contact us directly.
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